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Abstract 
Independent sets in incidence structures are studied in this paper. By 
the help of the mappings norming independent sets we define incidence 
structures of independent sets. The substructures in them are described. 
The questions of reducibility of incidence structures in context with re-
ducibility of corresponding structures of independent sets are also studied. 
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of incidence structures. 
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Definition 1 Let G and M be sets and I C G x M. Then the triple 
J = (G, M, I) is called an incidence structure. If A C G, B C M are non-
-empty sets, then we denote 
A t = {m € M | glm Vg G A}, Bl = {g G G \ glm Vra e B}. 
For the empty set we put 0^ := M, 0^ := G. And moreover, we denote A^^ := 
(^T)i5 J5lt : = (#4 )^ gf : = {g}\ m l : = {m}i for A C G, B C M and g e G, 
m e M. 
*Supported by the Council of Czech Government J14/98.153100011. 
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Definition 2 An incidence structure J\ = (Gi ,Mi , I i ) is embedded into an 
incidence structure J = (G, M, I) if Gi C G, Mx C M and I\ C In(G\ x Mi) . 
If Ji = I H (Gi x Mi), then J\ is a substructure of J \ 
If we put VG = {ACG \ A =_-4
n }, then the pair Q = ( G , ^ ) is a closure 
space in which A r^ is a closure of any subset X C G in Q. A set A C G is 
independent in Q if a £ (A — {a})^ for all oGj4. 
In what follows we denote Aa := A — {a}. 
If A C G, then we put X^(a) := A£ - aT for a G l Then AM(a) = 0 
iff A£ C a? iff a G -4L£K Hence the set A is independent in Q if and only if 
XA(a) / 0 f o r a l l a G A. 
Let the subset A C G be independent in Q. Then we put X — {XA(a) \ a G 
A}. For every choice QA = {ma G A^(a) I X
A{a) G * } C M from the set A' 
we define a map a : A -> Q'4 by the formula a(a) = m a . This map is called an 
A-norming map. 
If we put VM ~ {B C M \ B = Blt}, then M = (M, FW) is a closure space 
again. A set B C M is independent in M if ra ^ (B - {m})^ = P?^ for all 
m € M. If m G B, then we put F B (m) = JB^ — m^. B is independent in M if 
and only if YB(m) 7- 0 for all me B. 
Let P? be independent in M. Then we put y — {YB(m) \ m G B}. For every 
choice QB = {am G Y
B(m) \ YB(m) G 3̂ } C G we consider a map P : B -^ QB 
given by the formula /3(m) = am . It will be called a B-norming map. 
Theorem 1 Let A C G (B C M) be an independent set in Q (M). Then 
each norming map a : A —> QA (B —> QB) is injective and the set QA (QB) is 
independent in M (Q). (See [3].) 
If a : A —> B is a map norming an independent set A of Q, then a~l : B —> A 
is a map norming an independent set B of M. Moreover, from a(a) = ma for 
a G A we get a G YB(ma). 
Theorem 2 Let J\ = (Gi,Mi,J i ) be a substructure of an incidence structure 
J = (G,M,I) and Q\ = (G\,VGX), M\ — (M\,VMY) be corresponding closure 
spaces in J\. A set A C Gi (B C M ^ is independent in Q\ (M\) if and only 
ifXA(a)r\M\ 7^0 for all a€ A (YB(m)C)G\ 7- 0 for all m G B). 
Remark 1 If a set A (B) is independent in Q\ (M\), then it is independent in 
Q (M). 
Definition 3 Let us consider an incidence structure J = (G, M, I) and a nat-
ural number p > 2. Let Gp and Mp be the sets of all independent sets of Q 
and M of cardinality p, respectively. Then ^7P = (G P ,M P , / P ) is an incidence 
structure of independent sets of J, where AIPB iff there exists an A-norming 
map a : A -» £ for A G Gp, B G Mp. 
Remark 2 If Gp = Mp = 0, then J p = (0,0,0). In this case we will write 
Jp = 0. Since each subset of an independent set is independent, from Gp ^ 0 
we obtain Gq / 0 for 2 < r/ < p. 
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Remark 3 Let A G Gp. Then XA(a) ^ 0 for all a G A and there exists a 
set B G Mp and a norming map a : A -> B. Similarly for an arbitrary subset 
B G M^. Thus A^ ^ 0, £ + / 0 for all 4 G Gp, H G M p . 
Theorem 3 I/ J i = (Gj,Mi,I i ) is a substructure of J - (G,M,I), then 
Jp = (GP,MP,IP) is a substructure of Jp. 
Proof Let A G Gp. It means that A is independent in Q\ and \A\ — p. By 
Theorem 2, A is also independent in £ and thus A e Gp. Hence Gp C Gp. 
Similarly Mp C M». 
Assume that AIPB for A G Gp, B G Mf. There exists a norming map 
a : a i-> m a in J\, where ma G ^ 4 a -
 Ta (we write the operators t>i to the 
left in J i ) . Since T 4 a -
 r a = XA(a) D Mi, we get ma G A"
A(a) and a is also 
norming map in J. This yields AIPB. 
Let AIPB for A € Gp, B £ Mf. Then there exists a map a : a ^ ma 
norming the set 4 in J, where ma G A"
j4(a) D Mi . Thus ma G ^Aa —
 Ta. 
Therefore a is a norming map in J\ and AI\B. • 
Theorem 4 Le£ J f = (GP,MP,IP) be a substructure of Jp = (GP,MP,IP) 
such that r A / 0, +I? ^ 0 /or a// / 4 e G f , B G Mf ( t , l are operators in Jp). 
If J' = (G ' ,M' , I ' ) Z5 a substructure in J such that 
G' = (J A and M' = (J £, 
A6GJ BGAff 
then Jp is a substructure of J'p = (G'p, M'P,I'P). 
Proof Consider A e Gp. Because of ^A ^ 0 there exists B G Mp such 
that AIf B. Since 171
p is a substructure in Jp, we get AIPB. Hence there 
exists a norming map a : A —> B in J assigning to every a G A an element 
m a G X
A(a) fl M' . This implies XA(a) n M' ^ 0 and (by Theorem 2) A 
is independent in J ' . Thus A G G'p and we obtain G\ C G'p. Similarly 
Mf C M'*\ 
Suppose that 4 G G*\ B G Mp, i.e. A C G', B C M' If AIf J3, then 
AIPB and there exists a norming map a : A —r I? in Jf which is at the same 
time norming in J'. Thus AVPB. Conversely, consider AI'PB. According to 
Theorem 3, J'p is a substructure in Jp which implies AIPB. Because of Jp is 
a substructure in Jp, we obtain 4If B. • 
Remark 4 Let the assumptions from Theorem 4 be satisfied. If J^ — 
(G+,M+,I+) is a substructure in J such that J+p = Jf, then G+p = G'p 
and M+? = M ' P . 
Example 1 Let us show an example of a substructure Jp in Jp such that there 
exists no incidence structure J+ embedded into J with the property J+p — Jp. 
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Table 1 Table 2 
An incidence structure J = (G,M,I), where G = {pi,.-.,55} a n<i M = 
{rai,ra 2 ,ra 3 } is given by the incidence table (Table 1). Let us consider an inci­
dence structure J3 = ( G 3 , M 3 , I 3 ) . Then G3 = {AUA2,A3,A4}J M
3 = {M}, 
where Ai = {,91,52,53}, A2 = {51,53,54}, -43 = {52,53,5s}, A4 = {53,54,55} 
and Ai,A2,A3,A4 I
3 M (see Table 2). 
If we denote G\ = {AUA4}, M
3 = {M}, then Jl = (Gf,Mf,Ff) is a 
substructure in Jf3, where Au A4 If M. Let us assume that 1 7
+ = ( G + , M + , I4") 
is an incidence structure embedded into J such that ,7+ 3 = J ] 3 . Thus G + 3 = Gf 
and AuA4e G +
3 , Ax U A4 C G+. 
From this G4" = G and M+ = M . Since .Jf4- is embedded into c7, we obtain 
I+ C I. If I+ = I, then J+ = J and J + 3 = J 3 . Hence J-3 = J 3 and that is 
a contradiction. 
Assume that I4" ^ I. Then there exist elements gi G G, ra^ G M such that 
gilntj but not gj^nij. Obviously 5* G A\ or ^ G A4. However, it means that 
Ai or A4 is not independent in Q
+ = ( G 4 " , 7 9 G + ) - Therefore both Ai ^ G4"3 
or A4 $ G +
3 and from that J + 3 # J-3 follows. Obviously ^A{ 7- 0 for all 
i G {1,2,3,4} and ^M 7̂  0. For a substructure J' described in Theorem 4 we 
get J1 = J and J ^ is a substructure in J'3. 
Definition 4 An incidence structure J = (G, M, I) is said to be a disjoint 
union of its substructures Jt = (Gt,Mt,It), t G T, if G = {G* | £ G T} , 
M = {M^ I t G T} and I = {It | £ G T} are decompositions of the sets G, M, I. 
We will write J = U teT^* 
An incidence structure J is called reducible if there exists a disjoint union 
J = (jteTJt for \T\ > 1. In other case J is irreducible. \i J = \JteTJt, then 
the substructures Jt are decompositions components of </. 
Theorem 5 Let J = {JteT^t' \T\ > 1. tVe wz// ivn£e the operators t , i £0 ^ e 
right in J and to the left in Jt. Then the following statements are valid: 
1. If a set A C G is not contained in any subset Gt, then A^ = 0 and 
A™ = G. 
2. Let A CGt for certain t G T. 
(ty I/.4 / 0. tfien A* = T4. Moreover, A n = ^ . 4 1/ and only if A* # 0. 
(b) IfA = Q, then A^ = ^A if and only if ±Mt = 0. 
Analogous statements are valid for subset B C M. fSee /i?/.; 
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Theorem 6 Let an incidence structure J = (G, M, I) be reducible. If for a 
natural number p > 2 there exists at least two different components of some 
decomposition of J containing independent sets of cardinality p, then the inci-
dence structure Jp = (Gp, AIP,IP) is reducible. 
Proof Let A be a subset of G of cardinality p > 2. Then A is independent in 
Q if and only if there exists t e T such that A C Gt and A is independent in 
Qt = (GtiVot)
1 Consider t e T and a substructure Jt = (Gt,Mt,It) in J. Let 
A C Gt be an independent set in Qt. Then A is independent in Q by Theorem 
2 and Remark 1. 
Conversely, let A be independent in Q. At the same time we suppose that 
A is not contained in any subset Gt, t G T. Since p > 2, there exists such 
element a e A that the set Aa is not contained in any subset Gt too. According 
to (1) from Theorem 5 we get A\^ = G and a e A\^. That is a contradiction. 
Hence A C Gt for certain t e T. We know that X
A(a) = A\ - a r / 0 for all 
a e A because A is independent in Q. Since Aa ^ 0, we obtain ,4£ = ^Aa by 
Theorem 5 (we write the operator t to the left in Jt) and X
A(a) C Mt. Thus 
A is independent in ^ by Theorem 2. 
Similarly we can prove: Let B be a subset of M, |J3| = p > 2. Then B is 
independent in yVf if and only if there exists t G T such that B C Mt and I? is 
independent in Mt = ( M J , P M J -
Consider a subset T' C T such that jfe G T' iff G ^ 0. If i G Gp, then 
A e Gpk for certain k e T' and G? = {G
p
k \ k G T'} is a decomposition of G
p. 
We show that M-> = {Ml \ k G T'} is also a decomposition of Mp : Take an 
arbitrary k e T'. Then (by the assumption) there exists a set A G Gpk and (by 
Remark 3) ^A / 0 in J* . Moreover, there exists B e Mp and thus M£ / 0. If 
B e Mp, then there exists £ G T such that £ C M* and B G Mf. This yields 
(by Remark 3 again) that ^B ^ 0 in Jf and there exists A G Gf. It means that 
Gvt / 0 and £ G T'. Obviously 7^ = {I£ | k G T'} is a decomposition of I. We 
have obtained that Jp = UfceT'^f- Since |X"| > 1 (by our assumption), the 
incidence structure Jp is reducible. • 
Example 2 Let us show an example of an irreducible incidence structure J = 
(G, M, I) such that the structure Jp\ p > 2, is reducible: An incidence structure 
J = (G,M,I), where G = {g i , . . . ,gs}, M = { ra i , . . . , ra 4 } is given by its 
incidence table (Table 3) and incidence graph (Figure 1). 
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Obviously, J is irreducible. Consider the incidence structure of independent 
sets J3 = ( G 3 , M 3 , J 3 ) . Then G 3 = {AuA2,A3,A4} and M
3 = {BUB2,BS}, 
where Ax = {#i,.q2,#3}, M = {92,93,94}, As = {#3,#4,£5}, A4 = {#2,#4,#5}, 
B\ = {rai , ra 2 , ra 3}, B2 = {ra2 , ra3 , ra4}, Bs = {rai , ra2 , ra4}. Obviously 
Ai I3 Bu A2 I
3 JBi, As I
3 B2 and A4 I
3 Bs. See the incidence table of 
the structure J3 (Table 4). 






({ .4 1 ,Л 2 } l {B 1 },/ 1 ),J 2
3 = ({A3},{B2} l/2), Let us consider substructures J
3 
Jl = ({A4}, {B3}, J 3) in J
3 . Then J3 = J?Qj$Ujg and the incidence struc 
ture JTP is reducible. 
Remark 5 Let J be an incidence structure. If the incidence structure Jp is 
irreducible, then the structures Jp~1, JpArX can be reducible. 
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